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20/1/96 
RIGG. 

1530, Haloperidol - omitted Dr BRIGG’s request, (signed by) T DOUGLAS, PS 
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TRUST 

DR A l,OIm 
CO/~KR.TA/gT GERIATRICIAN 

Dr V Banks 
Consultant in Old Age Psychiatry 
Nulberry A #az~ 
Ooeport War ~,orial Hospital 
lury Road 
Oosport 

.... near Vicky 

VXSXT - DIF~BL~RT A IIAI9, (amq; 
I, BM~ll PTTT(X~[. DOe 11.12.13 
HA: ~ BXSY ~. BOUT I0~. O06POET 

~parr~enc of llderly Nedlclne 
Ouden Alex.,ndca Hosp:~ tel 

Cash-.. 
Portsmouth ~ 3LY 

Tel: OJTOS 822444 
Extension: LP23 
D~rect Line: 01~05 20(923 
Faxt OJTOS 2003#1 

Thank you for ref-tTln~ Nr Pittock whom I visited on Mulberry & on 4 
January. He has had chronic ntsietent depression and long courses of 
ILl’ J.n the past have not been effective. He has recovered frou a 
recent chest infection but is completely dependent with a Barthel 
of O, ts cathoterised, and has suparflcial ulcers on the left buttock 
and left hip. He is also hyTx~roteLnaesAS.~th an ktb~um/- of 27 end 
Lm mating very littZe although he wLllr4~T~acderets anount8 vith 
er~oursgement. I feel he needs high protean drinks as well as s 
bladder wash out trice a week but overall feel that h~s prognosis 1, 
poor and tmuld be haPPY to arrange transfer to Dryad Ward on S 
January.    Z gather that lira Pi~tock is .~so avaru of the poor 
prognosis. 

(~ Am he is unlikely to return to Razeldene Rest Home l tee1 that has 
place the=s could be given up. 

With heat v/shes. 

Yours sincerely 

Dr A Lord 
Consultant Physician An OarAa~r~cs 

cc Dr k~bridge 
8interKamblLn, Dry~i~d., 
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In this letter by Dr LORD I believe she has summarised Mr PITTOCK’s severe mental 
illness and has recognised that he has been physically unwell with a chest infection. 

Dr LORD has identified that Mr PITTOCK is entirely dependent on nursing staff for his 
activities of daily living (ADL). 

She has summarised his poor physical condition which outweighs his mental condition. 
Therefore she has suggested that Mr PITTOCK should be transferred to Dryad Ward 
which could manage his physical state more appropriately. 

She has given guidelines as to his management. 

The letter also notes that Mrs PITI’OCK has been made aware of her husband’s frailty 
and poor outlook, ie, that he may not survive to leave the hospital. 
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Under Physical I have written, POOR PHYSICAL CONDITION-BROKEN PRESSURE 
AREAS TO BUTI’OCKS AND HIP. This means that Les had open wounds on his 
bottom and his hip. FULLY CATHERTERIZED SINCE FLUID RETENTION ON 23- 
12-95 (23/12/1995). This means that he had been fitted with a catheter on 23-12-05 
because he had difficulty passing urine. BROKEN SKIN ON SCROTUM. This means 
that he had open sores on his scrotum. NURSED ON A PEGASIS MATTRESS. This 
means that Les had a special pressure relieving mattress. WEIGHT BEARING TO A 
VERY MINIMAL DEGREE. This means that Les could stand and bear his own weight 
to a small degree. 

LOW IN MOOD FOR MANY YEARS-ON ANTI-DEPRESSANTS. VERY SETTLED 
IN BEHAVIOUR DUE TO POOR PHYSICAL CONDITION. 

POOR FLUID + DIET INTAKE ALTHOUGH FLUTFUATES AT TIMES AND 
SOMETIMES BECOMES QUITE GOOD. NEED TO PUSH ’FORTISIPS’ DRINK-LES 
LIKES STRAWBERRY FLAVOUR. LES NEEDS FULL HELP WITH 
FEEDING/DRINKING. LES SOMETIMES REQUIRES/USES A STRAW TO DRINK. 

ALWAYS HAS BEEN A BIT OF A LONER BUT SOMETIMES ASKS STAFF TO SIT 
WITH HIM. 
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1011196 (1010111996) - Depression ) 
- Catheter       ) 
- Superficial illness) transfer from Mulberry 
- B artel O       ) 
- Will eat and drink) 

For TLC - 
(1) D/W wife - agrees in view of v poor quality TLC 
Signed J T (Jane TANDY). 
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20/1/96 "Has been unsettled on Haloperidol in syringe driver. Discontinue, + changed to 
higher dose Nozinan". 
"Increase Nozinan 50mg ~ 100mg in 24 hrs" 
(Verbal order). 

’Much more settled. Quiet breathing’. 
’R Rate 6 per rain. Not distressed’. 
’Continue’. 
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Past History - long term psychiatric problems (depression). Has been in Hazledene Rest 
Home for past 7 months as wife unable to cope with decreasing mobility. 

Has had recent falls due to decreasing mobility. 

Reluctant at times to eat and drink. 

Catheterised on the 23/12/95 (23/12/1995) due to fluid retention. 
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Transferred from Mulberry Ward at lunchtime. Appears to have settled well. Wife and 
daughter visited this afternoon. Les has a sore on (R) buttock which has granuflex on - 
same left intact. (L) buttock dressing removed and granuflex applied. Scrotum sore and 
broken, left dry. Has taken a small amount of puree as reluctant to eat sandwiches, needs 
to be encouraged with diet and fluids. Catheter bag changed and dated. 

9/1196 (09/01/1996) small amount of diet taken, very sweaty this evening but is 
apyrexial, has stated that he has generalised pain, to be seen by Dr BARTON in the 
morning. 

10.1.96 (10/01/1996) condition remains poor. Seen by Dr TANDY & Dr BARTON 
I"o commence on Oramorph 4 hourly this evening. Mrs PITTOCK seen & is aware of 
poor condition. To stay on long stay bed. 

13/1/96 "Catheter bypassing Mr PITTOCK appears distressed¯ Suby washout 
given, however catheter continues to bypass heavily. Catheter 
removed- tip of same looks very nasty. Pad and pants in situ." 

15/1/96 S/B Dr BARTON. Has commenced syringe driver at 0825 Diamorphine 
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Mgms and Midazolam 60Mgs and Hyoscine 400Mgs. 

15/1/96 (15/0111996), 1900 hrs, daughter informed of father’s deterioration during the 
afternoon. Now unresponsive, unable to take fluids and diet, pulse strong and regular - T 
DOUGLAS. 

16/1/96 (16/01/1996) - 2000 hrs - condition remains very poor, some agitation was 
noticed when being attended to S/B Dr BARTON Haliperidol 5mg - 10mg to be added to 
the driver. 

Previous driver dose discarded driver recharged with diamorphine 80mg Medazalam 
60mg, Hyacine 400mcg and Haliperidol 5mg given at a rate of 52 mmol/hly. Visited by 
daughter (not Sister WILES) who is now aware of poorly condition. All nursing care 
cont’d. (R) ear found to be blistered along upper edge, please nurse only on back and (L) 
side, marking very easily please turn 1½ - 2 hry. 

Night - condition remains poorly, all care continued, syringe driver running satisfactorily. 
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17/1/95 (which should be 1996) 0900 - S/B Dr BARTON, medication increased 0825 
as patient remains tense and agitated, chest very ’bubbly’ suction required frequently this 
morning. Patient bed bathed, mouth care tolerated, well skin marking easily despite 
hourly turning and use of Pegasus mattress and remains distressed on turning. 

1430 S/B Dr BARTON, medication reviewed and altered, syringe driver reviewed at 
1535 (two drivers), one set 47mm/24 hr - (2) 50mm/24hr. 
Daughter informed of deterioration. 

The entry on the 17.1.96 at 2030 hrs, Mr PITTOCK at this time was fading fast 
(deteriorating). Appears more settled, Mr PITI’OCK was aware, ie, he knew what was 
happening to him. Syringe driver running satisfactory. Has been visited by the ward 
chaplain this evening. The ward chaplain was going to tell his wife of the deterioration 
of his health. 

Night - Little change in poor conditions, appears more peaceful. Turned frequently and 
suction given when necessary. 

18/1/96 2000 - poorly condition continues to deteriorate. All nursing care cond. 

1500 driver recharged with Diamorphine 120mgs. Midazolan 80mg, Hyoscine 1200mcg, 
Haliperidol 20mgs and Nozinan 50mg. 
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Wife has visited for most of the day. Appears comfortable in between attention. Oral 
suction given with some effect. 

1505 19.1.96 (19/01/1996) marked deterioration in already poorly condition all nursing 
care cond, position change strictly 2 hly. All pressure areas intact except for a small 
discoloured area at the base of big toe. Mouth care performed at each position change, 
breathing very intermittent, colour poor. 

1500 syringe driver recharged with Diamorphine 120mg, Midazlam 80mg, Nonzine 
50mg, Haliperidol 20mg, Hyscine 1200 mcg at a rate of 48 mmols/hly. 
Mrs PITTOCK has phoned and will visit later. 

20/1/96 "Mrs PITTOCK and daughters have visited. Dr BRIGG contacted regards 
drug regime. Verbal order taken to double Nozinan and omit Haloperidol. 
Syringe driver recharged at 1800 hrs. Appears comfortable at time of report. 
Diamorphine 120 Mgs & Midazolam 80Mgs Hyoscine 1200Mcg & Nozinan 100Mgs 
in Syringe Driver (at rate of 50MM per 24 hours)" 
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Condition remains unchanged, Mrs PITTOCK phoned, driver recharged at 1745 
Diamorphine (-.64 120mgs, Midazalom 80mgs, Hyoscine 1200 micro grams, Nozihan 
100mgs, one syringe running at 50mms per 24 hours the other at 58 mms, appears 
comfortable. 

2015 no change in condition 

22.1.96 (22/01/1996), poorly but very peaceful, all care given today, Daughters have 
visited and spoken to Sister HAMBLIN. 

1515 Driver recharged with Diamorphine 120mgs, Midazalam 80mgs, Hyoscine 
1200mcg. Nozinon 100mgs at a rate 43/mmols/hly. 

23/1.96 (23/01/1996), poorly condition remains unchanged has remained peaceful all care 
has contd, Pastor Mary has visited. 

1545 Driver recharged with Diamorphine 120mg, Midazalon 80mgs, Hyoscine 1200mcg, 
Nozinan at a rate of 43 mmols/hly, signed by myself. 

Night - Patients condition deteriorated suddenly at 1.40am (0140) and Mr PITTOCK died 
at 1.45am (0145). Mrs WILES (daughter) 
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informed at 1.50am (0150). 
YOUNG. For cremation. 
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Death verified by S/N M E MARTIN in the presence of N A 


